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GIS for Fiber Networking
The Backbone to Improving Providers’ Backhaul Processes

by: Randy Frantz

OSP Magazine
Growing consumer demand for wireless data and video services is driving the rapid deployment of 4G
and LTE, and these technologies require high-bandwidth backhaul and fiber-network access. With
many of the more than 300,000 cell sites in the US needing fiber upgrades nearly immediately, fiber-
based network providers are facing great opportunities and challenges as they work to find the most
efficient way to respond to RFPs and win more backhaul business.

The old order of planning backhaul won’t get the job done.

RFPs for the launch of 4G and LTE broadband services typically require the winning bidder to deliver
fiber backhaul to large geographic areas, often covering hundreds of sites. Mobile telecommunications
operators are looking for companies that can deliver the best bang for their buck and, since much of
the fiber will be of new construction, assurances that the planned fiber routes will be built on time. The
operators need a high level of confidence that the winning bidders fully understand the challenges of
providing service and can meet the strict service activation dates. After all, the wireless business is
highly competitive, and consumer demands for broadband are taxing existing networks.

The Old Order
The old order of responding to an RFP is costly, time-consuming, and manual. Suppose that Mobile
Operator Co. operates thousands of copper-fed towers in Florida. It needs fiber backhaul at 400 of the
sites. Mobile Operator Co. releases an RFP, and Fiber Company A assembles a team of engineers to
win that bid.

Extremely skilled, this team of 4 engineers from Fiber Company A evaluates the 400 sites by
meticulously poring over their existing maps and looking for possible routes to connect the sites to
their existing fiber backbone. From these routes, they manually calculate construction costs. They
might be required to drive some of the routes to assess obstacles and construction challenges, and
they manually assess risk factors that could impact construction costs and time. Two months later,
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they submit their proposal to Mobile Operator Co. with the hope that their proposal is competitive,
meets Mobile Operator’s budget, and is as accurate as any other team of veteran engineers could
produce.

But Fiber Company A doesn’t win the bid. Mobile Operator Co. awards the project to Fiber Company
B, which had submitted its detailed backhaul plan with a lower projected cost and a shorter time to
construct. How did Fiber Company B submit a more competitive bid? Geographic information system
(GIS) technology is the tool that has made Fiber Company B’s more detailed and lower-cost proposal
possible.

GIS for Fiber Networking
GIS is a software tool capable of running spatial models that can run sophisticated analyses,
producing in minutes a visually appealing fiber network plan. (See Figure 1.) GIS can analyze over
400 cell sites, recommend routes, and estimate costs in less than 1 hour. It automates many of the
tasks that previously required a team of engineers working for months. Instead of crunching numbers
and analyzing maps, those engineers can be repurposed to perform high-level analysis, such as
refining the proposal, or be assigned to other projects.

Figure 1. ModelBuilder tools optimize backhaul network routing.

GIS reduces the resources a company funnels into a prospective project it might not win. With the
click of a button, engineers analyze alternate route options to find the best combination of revenue
opportunity and cost-efficiency. They can eliminate human-input error by automating processes that
once couldn’t be performed any way but manually. In turn, engineers freed from manual calculations
can spend their time fine-tuning the proposal and looking for alternative proposals.

They spend less time analyzing maps and charts and more time performing high-level engineering.
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For instance, they can check for the availability of existing structures, such as ducts or aerial cable, to
see if they can be used for the proposed build-out, thus reducing construction costs. Fiber Company B
understood these advantages.

How GIS Works for Fiber
Fiber Company B ran its data through the GIS to begin visualizing the proposed network. On top of
this basic planning, it layered supplemental data -- including demographics and commercial data --
that provided context about the environment in which the backhaul routes would be constructed.
Mobile Operator Co. served as the main driver for the network build, but by identifying other potential
customers -- banks, insurance companies, law offices, call centers, and so on -- that existed in
relation to the already-projected routes, the company could pay back the construction costs across a
much larger revenue opportunity. (See Figure 2.) Fiber Company B therefore calculated a larger
return on investment (ROI) on the backhaul project than it could have without this added
consideration.

Figure 2. Business opportunities identified along proposed routes.

Fiber Company B also noticed that 6 percent of the proposed network was costing 22 percent of its
total construction cost due to obstacles, including mountainous terrain and a river. Once they finished
the first proposal, the engineers looked at the high-cost routes and proposed a second, lower-cost
option to the full network build. The second option excluded this 6 percent from the backhaul and
reduced the total cost dramatically. They showed Mobile Operator Co. both proposals and let the client
pick the option it preferred. Two proposals were quickly created while Fiber Company A created only
1 in 2 months.

The Results
With a GIS-based plan, Fiber Company B can provide a fully documented solution to Mobile Operating
Co. to build out 100 percent of the network, as laid out in the first proposal. This documentation
includes the cost for each network segment and the total project costs. The additional analytics
showed 6 percent of the network build was driving 22 percent of the cost, which boosted Mobile
Operating Co.’s confidence in Fiber Company B’s ability to deliver within cost and on schedule.

Fiber Company B wound up spending a fraction of the labor costs Fiber Company A had, developing a
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more complete and comprehensive network plan, and then reaping long-term rewards. Fiber
Company B’s proposal was less risky, more accurately estimated both cost and time frame, and
exposed potential for greater ROI. Fiber Company B had also invested in its own processes, creating
new ways of enhancing its proposals that would make its future proposals even better. This type of
investment in process is sometimes called agile development.

GIS for Agile Development
When Fiber Company B added the consideration of commercial data to identify additional revenue
opportunities, such as commercial businesses, it developed a new process for analyzing backhaul
proposals that color-coded routes based on a cost-benefit analysis. (See Figure 3.) This process of
including commercial-data assessments can now be repeated with every future proposal. This is agile
development: A company builds a base process for 1 project and can enhance this process for
application in future projects.

Figure 3. Route segments color-coded based on cost-benefit analysis.

Initially, the GIS model did not take into account existing infrastructure. The engineers performed that
manually. However, today’s GIS is capable of factoring spare ducts and aerial infrastructure into the
cost equation.

The Bottom Line
GIS delivers faster, more accurate analysis than is possible using a manual process. This type of
planning is repeatable, meaning you can build multiple proposals for 1 RFP or use the same process
for many different RFPs. Each time you enhance the model, your future proposals benefit, thanks to
the buildup effect of agile development on your tools.

Connecting cell sites to the main fiber network is just 1 example. But GIS is far from limited to
backhaul projects. Companies are using the same technology to reduce time, resources, and risks in
a variety of network planning projects.
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 Randy Frantz is Director Telecommunications Solutions, Esri. He has more than 31
years of experience in telecommunications engineering and operations. Learn more about how other
telecommunications companies are leveraging GIS to plan networks and improve their business
processes at esri.com/telecom.

What’s your take on this subject? Leave a comment and get the conversation going.
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